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With more people than ever before using the library—a record 17 million last year alone—your support helps the Library provide people with the resources they need to succeed and thrive. How to support the Library. You can support the Los Angeles Public Library in several ways: Join a “Friends of the Library” group for most branch libraries and departments of the Central Library. Friends groups raise money for improvements to their library through memberships, used book sales and other activities. For more information click here or talk to your local librarian. Join When Diana Kennedy first came to Mexico more than forty years ago, she did not intend to become the country’s premier gastronome. But that is what she has become, traveling endlessly, learning the culinary histories of families, hunting elusive recipes, falling under the spell of the beauty of a countryside that produces such a wealth of foods. She has published five books and is referred to variously as the Julia Child, the Escoffier, and the high priestess of Mexican cooking. The answer is simple and obvious: it is a highly personal book about the Mexico she knows. And no one knows Mexico the way Diana does. When Diana Kennedy first came to Mexico more than forty years ago, she did not intend to become the country’s premier gastronome. tips on French culinary customs, Around My French Table will make cooks fall in love The Ultimate Book of Modern Juicing: More than 200 Fresh Recipes to Clear, Cure, and Keep 456 Pages·2015·18.75 MB·6,021 Downloads. author of Live Raw: Raw Food Recipes for Good Health and Timeless Beauty and Live Juicing The Ultimate Book of Penthouse USA - June 2015. 140 Pages·2015·53.3 MB·30,844 Downloads. of France, sampling regional specialties and translating them into more than 100 recipes. With